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Autism spectrum disorder traits among prisoners

Introduction

It is thought that around 1% of the population have autism spectrum disorder (ASD). However, the male: female ratio of ASD of around 3:1 means that prevalence is higher among men (2%) than women (0.3%) and it has been estimated that up to 4.5% of single men have ASD (Brugha et al. 2009a). As such, we might expect higher rates of ASD and significant levels of ASD traits among populations of men who are likely to be single. Given the higher rate of ASD among individuals with an intellectual disability or borderline intellectual functioning we might also expect populations of men known to include a high proportion of those with lower IQ (for example, male prisoners) to have similarly higher rates of ASD and ASD traits.

There have been few studies specifically on ASD among prison populations (Underwood et al., 2013). Recent reviews highlight the need for further research to support the early identification of individuals with ASD within the prison setting (Allely, 2015; Robertson & McGillivray, 2015; Lewis et al., 2015). Studies of offenders with ASD across the wider forensic and criminal justice services have produced mixed results when looking at prevalence (Sabet et al., 2015). In a Swedish study of young offenders referred for forensic assessment: 15% had ASD with further 12% having probable ASD (Siponmaa et al., 2001), a US study in a maximum secure prison found that 4.4% of participants had significant ASD traits (Fazio et al., 2012) and Hare and colleagues (1999) found an ASD rate of 2.4% in three high secure hospitals in England while a study in the Scottish prison service found a rate of just 0.93% (Robinson et al 2012). Haw et al. (2013) looked at the characteristics of male patients in a low secure setting with ASD. Compared with those without ASD, they were more likely to be single, at a younger age at their first contact with psychiatric services and 73% had a psychiatric diagnosis (most commonly schizophrenia) but personality disorders and substance abuse were less common. Studies of ASD among forensic populations have produced mixed results (Sabet et al., 2015).

It is not proven that people with ASD have higher rates of offending (King & Murphy, 2014), however, it is likely that those with co-occurring health and behaviour problems are more at risk of offending behaviour (Chaplin et al, 2013). There is evidence that challenging behaviour is highly prevalent among individuals with ASD (Holden et al. 2006). Aside from the repetitive and restricted behaviours that are characteristic of people with ASD, specific problems associated with ASD include aggression, self-injurious behaviour and hyperactivity (Levy et al. 2009; Tsiouris et al. 2003). These behaviours may lead individuals with ASD into contact with the CJS. Offenders with ASD have been associated with violent behaviour, sexual offending, fire setting, obsessive harassment (stalking) and computer/cyber-crimes (Ledingham & Mills, 2015; Sabet et al., 2015). By contrast there is suggestion that individuals with ASD are less likely to break the law because they often have a preference rules which they stick to rigidly.

Individuals with ASD and other neurodevelopmental disorders are more vulnerable to bullying and may be less able to cope within forensic environments (McCarthy et al., 2015a;
McCarthy et al., 2015b). Having ASD also has implications for release and parole; especially if there is an expectation of an individual to engage in treatment. Treatment programmes within prisons are often standardised; for many the problem is not an unwillingness to engage but not having the ability to take part in activities that require a higher level of ability.

Effective recognition and assessment of ASD is key to successful clinical intervention and service provision (National Audit Office 2009). It is common for individuals with significant ASD traits to remain unrecognised in adulthood; a barrier to assessment, diagnosis and intervention (Brugha et al. 2011; National Audit Office 2009). Therefore, it is important that the assessment of ASD takes place in adult populations, particularly those at high risk e.g. criminal justice and mental health services (Hayes 2002; Søndenaa et al. 2008). The aim of this study was to determine the extent of ASD traits among prisoners, the extent to which these had been previously recognised and the feasibility of screening for ASD among male prisoners.

Methods

This was a cross-sectional study set in a male prison (see McCarthy et al., 2015a; McCarthy et al., 2015b). The study took place in a London prison which was run by the National Offenders Management Service (NOMS), part of the Ministry of Justice, and had a maximum capacity of 798 prisoners.

Participants

Eligibility criteria for the study were that participants demonstrated capacity to give informed consent and had sufficient use of English to take part. The study was granted ethical approval by the NRES Committee North East – Northern & Yorkshire (ref: 12/NE/0040) and NOMS approval by the Governor of HMP Brixton in March 2012.

Participants were recruited between May 2012 and June 2013 (full details of the recruitment process are described in McCarthy et al., 2015a & 2015b). In total, 378 prisoners were approached to take part in the study and 240 consented to the screening interview. Among the 240 male prisoners who took part, 45% were from a Black or minority ethnic (BME) background. Participants were aged from 20 to 72 years with a mean of 34.

Measures

The 20-item Autism Quotient (AQ-20) was used to measure traits of ASD among the participants (Brugha et al., 2011). Each item on this scale is rated zero or one with a score greater than or equal to 10 indicating the likely presence of ASD. The AQ-20 was developed for a national study on the prevalence of ASD in England (Brugha et al., 2009b). The AQ-20 is one tool among the many developed to screen for ASD (Sappok et al., 2015). It was chosen for its brevity and availability. Unlike the original studies that used the AQ-20 as a self-report tool, the current study used it in face-to-face interviews with participants and the items were rated by a researcher.
Additional AQ-20 data from the 2007 Adult Psychiatric Morbidity Survey (APMS) was obtained from the UK Data Service (National Centre for Social Research, 2011). In this study, 7403 adults living in private households in England completed the AQ-20 (Brugha et al., 2009a).

Follow-up diagnostic assessment for ASD was carried out using the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 1989) and, where possible, the Autism Diagnostic Interview (ADI-R; Lord et al., 1994). The ADOS and ADI-R are recommended as best practice for carrying out a diagnostic assessment for ASD (NICE, 2014). Adaptations were made to the standardised ADOS assessment so that it was acceptable for use in prison and to ensure the safety of the researchers (all interviews were carried out without prison staff present). As a consequence of establishment security rules, it was not possible to take the following ADOS items on to the prison wings and therefore these sections were omitted: construction task, book, pictures, cartoon pictures and creating a story objects. All other sections of the module four ADOS assessment were completed and participants were asked to create a story without using physical objects as props. The ADI-R was completed if a prisoner who screened positive for ASD gave consent for a parent to be contacted and a parent agreed to take part.

Participants were said to meet the study diagnostic criteria for ASD if they met the criteria for ASD using the ADOS and met the criteria for ASD using the ADI-R (where this was carried out). If neither of these assessments could be carried out, a participant was said to meet the study diagnostic criteria if there was evidence from their prison record that they had been clinically diagnosed with ASD.

The study also carried out follow-up diagnostic assessment on a sample of participants who scored <10 on the AQ-20. Of these participants were referred to the study by healthcare staff and were participants who reported they had previously been diagnosed or assessed for ASD. The remaining participants were selected using convenience sampling among prisoners who screened negative on the AQ-20 and were willing to take part in further assessment.

**Procedure**

The sample was recruited using two methods: approaching potential participants on the prison wings and by (staff or self) referral. For the latter sample, healthcare staff approached prisoners they thought may have ASD and asked if they were happy for their name to be passed on to the researchers so that they could explain the study to them. Information about the study and participant information sheets were disseminated throughout the prison by word of mouth and via peer support workers and a health and well-being day. Prisoners could approach researchers on the wing and ask to take part or they could indicate an interest in participating via staff.
Where possible, the study was explained to prisoners in a private room where they were given a copy of the participant information sheet and consent form. If this was not possible, the study was explained to individuals on the prison Wing or in the presence of staff or other prisoners. Potential participants were always asked whether they were happy to discuss the study in this way. After being given time to read through the participant information themselves or with the help of the researcher, prisoners were asked whether would like time to think about participating and convey their decision to the researcher another day or if they were happy to make a decision about taking part right away. Potential participants were encouraged to discuss the study, participant information sheet and the consequences of taking part with others (e.g. health care staff, peer support workers, friends) if they wanted to. A structured tool developed by the researchers and used in previous studies was used to assess whether participants had capacity to consent (). Interviews were carried out in private rooms on the prison wings by trained researchers (no prison staff were present). Information was provided to those who met the study’s criteria for ASD and these individuals were referred to prison mental health services for further clinical assessment.

Participants who screened positive for ASD were asked if they were willing to undergo further assessment. If there was time and the participant was happy to go ahead, this assessment took place immediately. More often, a convenient time was arranged to meet the participant again. Locating prisoners for follow up assessment could be difficult as they were not often in their cells. Access to the wings was restricted to two periods of around two hours per day. Prisoners would often be working on the wing or be off the wing in education or doing exercise. During association sessions it could be hard to find a participant as they could be anywhere on the wing/in someone else’s cell. Further, participants were sometimes transferred to another prison before the researchers had been able to meet them again.

Results

ASD traits and diagnosis

The total AQ-20 scores of the 240 participants ranged from one to 15 with a mean total score of 6.74 (SD: 3). Figure 1 shows that the distribution of total AQ-20 scores was reasonably continuous (normal).

Figure 1: distribution of total AQ-20 scores among the 240 participants.
There were 39 participants with significant ASD traits according to the AQ-20 (total score ≥10). Of the 39 participants who screened positive on the AQ-20, 32 underwent further assessment. Seven participants were lost to follow-up as they could not be contacted again for further diagnostic assessment. Of the 32 participants who were further assessed, 21 did not meet the study’s diagnostic criteria for ASD. Among these participants were two who were assessed using the ADI-R: one met diagnostic criteria on the ADOS but not the ADI-R; and one could not be assessed using the ADOS but did not meet the diagnostic criteria using the ADI-R.

Eleven participants who screened positive for ASD met the study diagnostic criteria for ASD (8 met diagnostic criteria on the ADOS but an ADI-R could not be carried out and one met the diagnostic criteria on both the ADOS and ADI-R). Two participants were transferred out of the prison before further assessment could take place but were included in the ASD diagnosis group because they had an existing clinical diagnosis of ASD documented in their prison health record.

A further 22 participants who screened negative on the AQ-20 underwent further diagnostic assessment using the ADOS with three meeting the criteria for ASD. However, three did meet the criteria for ASD (using the ADOS). Two of these participants scored nine on the AQ-20 so narrowly missed screening positive. The other participant scored just three on the AQ-20 but had been referred by healthcare staff who thought he had some ASD traits. It was not clear why this participant’s AQ-20 score was so low.

Thus, a large proportion (70%), of those who screened positive for ASD on the AQ-20 did not meet diagnostic criteria and the AQ-20 resulted in three false negative assessments (a rate of 14%). Sensitivity and specificity of the AQ-20 were 78.6% and 47.5%, respectively. Internal consistency was poor (Cronbach’s α=0.57) and there were no significant correlations between the AQ-20 and the ADOS totals obtained from participants who were further assessed for ASD.

**Rates of ASD among prisoners**

Sub-analyses were carried out to explore the rate of ASD among the general prison population and among those who were identified by prison staff as having ASD difficulties. Figure 2 shows the distribution of AQ-20 scores among these two sampling groups.
Rates of ASD among those who were approached on the prison wings (n=186) were: 10% screened positive and 2% met diagnostic criteria. In the study prison, which has a capacity of 798 and where around 33 prisoners arrive each week, we estimate that one prisoner with significant ASD traits will arrive each week, 34 with ASD traits will arrive over one year and there will be around 16 prisoners with ASD traits in the prison at any one time.

The mean AQ-20 score for those approached on the prison wings was 6.06 (SD: 2.5). These results were compared with those for the 2618 men aged 20 to 72 years of age who completed the AQ-20 as part of the 2007 APMS (National Centre for Social Research, 2011). The mean total AQ-20 score for APMS participants was 6.25 (SD: 2.7). This is slightly higher than the mean total score of our prison sample but not statistically significantly (mean difference: 0.18, 95% CI: -0.21 to 0.58, p=0.36). As with the current study AQ-20 scores were normally distributed (see figure 3).

Figure 3: distribution of total AQ-20 scores among the 2618 men aged 20 to 72 years of age who completed the AQ-20 as part of the 2007 APMS.
If the study had relied on staff or self-referral alone, rates among the entire prison population would have been just 1% screening positive for ASD and 0.3% meeting diagnostic criteria. Of those referred to the study, 85% had arrived at the prison more than four weeks prior to their referral indicating a delay in identification when this method is used. Referred participants had a significantly higher AQ-20 score (9.06, SD=3.11) compared with those approached on the prison wings (mean difference = -2.99, 95% CI: -3.81 to -2.18, p<0.001). Perhaps indicating that prisoners with a more subtle presentation of ASD are more likely to go unrecognised unless they are screened using a standardised assessment. Then again, referred participants were more likely to screen positive for ASD (52%) and meet diagnostic criteria (16%) than those who were approached on the prison wings. Thus, this method may be more efficient at recognising prisoners with ASD; eight who met diagnostic criteria would have been identified using this method alone and four would have been missed.

Unrecognised ASD

Of the 11 prisoners who met the study diagnostic criteria for ASD, six had received specialist input at school, three had been recognised as having ASD in the community but just two were recognised as having ASD by the prison (i.e. an ASD diagnosis was noted in their prison or healthcare record). Three participants had not had any recognition of ASD as far as the researchers could tell from their self-report and a review of their prison healthcare records.

Discussion

There is great concern about the under-recognition of ASD and evidence that increasing identification would lead to improved outcomes and lower costs to the economy (National Audit Office 2009). Our study found a considerable number of male prisoners who had significant levels of ASD traits some of whom had not been recognised by community or prison services. ASD traits appeared to be normally distributed among our sample and the mean total score was not significantly different than that found in a national sample of male adults of the same age range. Furthermore, the proportion of prisoners who were approached on the prison wings (as opposed to being referred to the study) with ASD was consistent with the estimated prevalence of ASD among males in the community (2%) (Brugha et al. 2009a).

As such, when diagnostic criteria are applied, it does not appear that there are higher rates of ASD among prisoners compared with the general population. However, based on this rate of 2%, we calculate that there are around 1600 men and 120 women with ASD currently in prisons in the UK (Ministry of Justice, 2015). Up to 25 000 UK prisoners are likely to be affected by some level of neuro-disability including ASD, intellectual disability, learning difficulties, learning disorders and ADHD (Underwood et al., 2013). We know these individuals are socially disadvantaged and vulnerable in the community and while in prison (Loucks 2007, Talbot 2008). They may also be at risk of developing mental health problems and self-harm, particularly if their needs are unrecognised and unmet.

The screening tools used by this study was based on the original 50-item AQ which was designed to screen for high-functioning ASD and Asperger syndrome in adults (Baron-Cohen et al. 2006). A shortened version – the AQ20 was developed for a study on the prevalence of
ASD in the UK (Brugha et al. 2009). At that time, Brugha and colleagues (2009b) considered the AQ to be the most reliable and valid self-report tool available. When the AQ and AQ20 are self-rated they are only suitable for adults with high-functioning ASD where as our study has shown that those with lower levels of functioning and literacy are able to complete the AQ items if they are used in a face-to-face interview. Having said that, in our study, the AQ-20 resulted in a high number of false positives and missed three prisoners who self-reported a diagnosis of ASD. More data are needed on whether certain items within the AQ-20 are better predictors of ASD than others or whether a different cut-off is needed in forensic settings.

The ADOS is the only standardised diagnostic assessment that requires direct contact and observation of the individual being assessed for ASD. Most ASD assessment tools used for adults rely on informant-derived data (Sappok et al., 2015). The ADOS is also the only measure able to indicate presence or absence of ASD without the need for any information on a person’s developmental history. Given this it would appear to be the most suitable diagnostic assessment for use with prisoners. In our study, the ADOS had to be adapted in order to use it in the prison. Given that this was an ad-hoc adaption we cannot be confident that it has the same reliability and validity as the full ADOS assessment. It would be useful to explore its validity against clinical diagnosis or another ‘gold standard’ assessment in a prison setting and in a community sample population. Some validation against the ADI-R was attempted but this was not successful due to considerable difficulties in contacting informants who could provide a developmental history (usually a parent). It was interesting that this was not due to unwillingness among participants to provide us with contact details for a parent or consent to us contacting them. Rather, we experienced a lack of engagement from the parents and were only able to carry out three ADI-R assessments. As such, this does not seem to be a feasible way of carrying out diagnostic ASD assessment among prisoners.

Limitations and strengths
The study took place in one prison in London, UK; limiting the generalisability of the results beyond this setting. A further limitation is that the researchers carrying out the diagnostic assessments were the same people who carried out the screening interviews. As such, they were not blind to participants’ screening results and they may have built up a rapport with participants that went on to affect the ADOS assessment. Much of the data collected during the study was reported to the researchers by the participants themselves. Its accuracy may have been affected by recall bias or malingering and by differences in participants’ behaviour while in prison compared with when they are in the community.

The inclusion of prisoners who were referred to the study by staff or by themselves introduced recruitment bias to the overall sample of 240 participants. These participants were highly likely to exceed the cut-off on the AQ-20 because they had been recognised as having some ASD traits. This was taken into account by removing these 54 participants from some of the analyses and focusing instead on the 186 participants who were approached on the prison wings. A further limitation of the study is that those approached on the wings were not randomly selected for the study. This was not feasible given the limited resources of the study.
and access to the prisoners. Finding specific prisoners on the prison wings (for follow-up) proved difficult given the amount of time spent on and priority given to educational/training activities. Prisoners did not welcome being approached during ‘association’ sessions and tended to be dispersed across the wing during this time rather than in their cells.

The prison in which the study took place has a high proportion of prisoners from Black and minority ethnic (BME) backgrounds (around 50%; Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Prisons, 2013). However, the AQ-50 and AQ-20 were validated and standardised on populations with much lower rates of people from these backgrounds (Brugha et al., 2009b). The performance of screening/diagnostic tools is under-researched (NICE, 2014) and the prevalence of ASD among BME populations warrants further investigation (Zaroff & Ulm, 2011). There is a lack of screening tools for adults that have been validated on representative populations (Sappok et al., 2015). However, the AQ has been found to be suitable for measuring ASD traits among specialist populations (Ruzich et al., 2015).

The main strength of the study was the use of standardised assessment tools which were administered in face-to-face interviews by researchers with expertise in ASD. Other studies have sought to obtain information on ASD using prison staff as informants (Robinson et al., 2012) or self-rating screening tools (Fazio et al., 2012). These studies have tended to find lower rates of ASD traits than the current study. However, we acknowledge that this level of resource is unlikely to be available to most services in the CJS. A further strength was the level of engagement and rapport that the research team was able to establish within the prison. Healthcare staff welcomed the opportunity to refer prisoners for ASD assessment; something that had not been previously available given the knowledge and experience of current staff.

Core to the project’s success was its integration into existing referral and assessment pathways within the prison including access to prisoners’ electronic health records so that healthcare staff could refer to the project and the research team could make onward referrals to the full range of available healthcare services in the prison. Having said that, there were problems with the referral pathway for prisoners who met the criteria for ASD. Healthcare staff were keen to refer into the project but found it difficult to know what to do when a prisoner was referred back to them with a diagnosis. Initially, the in-reach team were not willing to accept referrals of prisoners who did not have serious mental illness and there was concern over whether they would be able to provide clinical follow-up for ASD. Healthcare staff were not aware of local health and social care services that might be available to prisoners with ASD. There was no one in the prison who could carry out further assessment and whilst a community referral pathway does exist there is limited access to specialist assessment and intervention once out of prison and no onward referral pathway that could be used to obtain this while a prisoner was in the prison or when they were released into the community.

At a local level, the project successfully demonstrated to the prison that there was a gap in current health screening protocols, diagnostic assessment and intervention for people with ASD. The project has an ongoing legacy in that, following feedback of the results to local
forensic mental health services, a psychiatrist from the in-reach team was assigned to carry out ASD assessment. Furthermore, an initial assessment form given to prisoners by the prison education centre now gives prisoners an opportunity to report they have ASD (previously they were asked specifically about learning difficulties but not ASD). During the course of the study, there were eight prisoners with ASD that we identified, assessed, referred on to prison mental health services and provided information to GPs, who had previously gone unrecognised in prison and in the community.

Recommendations from this study fall into three categories: staff training, clinical practice and service development. CJS staff should receive training to improve their awareness and understanding of ASD (Alley, 2015). This would be in keeping with national policy on adults with autism titled: *Think Autism: An Update* (Department of Health, 2014) which has one of the priorities to address the challenges faced by adults with ASD across the CJS with a specific action on the training of prison staff. However there are still considerable gaps in the delivery of national policy and guidance for adults with autism (McCarthy et al., 2015a,b). In addition healthcare staff working within the CJS including prisons should receive enhanced training on assessment and interventions for offenders with ASD as highlighted in a recent review (Robertson & McGillivray, 2015). Offenders suspected of having ASD should as a result of this enhanced training. CJS healthcare staff should receive enhanced training on assessment and intervention for ASD. Offenders suspected of having ASD should receive further assessment to see whether they meet eligibility for specialist ASD services, screen for other neurodevelopmental disorders including ADHD & learning disability and to diagnose and treat additional mental health problems. Offenders with ASD should receive specialist input at the earliest stages of the CJS, in order to improve social outcomes including employment and housing, prevent mental health problems and suicidality/self-harm and reduce reoffending.

**Conclusion**

Improvements in prison health care should include better recognition of ASD, and the detection (and appropriate treatment) of co-occurring mental health or behavioural problems. This needs to be part of a training programme that is tailored specifically to different prison staff groups. For example the training needs of discipline staff would need to be more specific and cover how autism presents differently within individuals and include examples of how behaviours associated with autism can present in individuals and the best way to support them and develop relationships. The expectation of the Equalities Act 2010 would be that prison staff will be trained to make reasonable adjustments around the communication, sensory and social needs of prisoners with ASD. Initiatives are needed to improve the recognition of ASD further back in the CJS. However, this must be followed up with the provision of interventions that promote liaison and diversion. This should be achieved through the development of a new integrated pathway through the CJS for people with ASD by establishing partnerships between health/social care providers and offender management services. Future reviews and update to policy and practice guidelines on CJS for people with mental illness and learning disability should include ASD. This should include recommendations for stronger links and information sharing protocols between local health,
social care and local authority for prisoners pre-release to make integrated pathways a reality with the aim of providing appropriate support and reduce the risk of future offending.
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